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ABStRACT

N In this presentation', the\author sets. forth five
assumptions about library/infor'mation'sCiences upon which he bases
his/argument'that-library/information educatioh,jn o.rderto.be
effective, and -perhaps even. to survive,-will'have to change its
goals, tent and context. Thq three_general areas of concern in

1(-°

. 1.
_________Librar/infOrmation.curri'cula are inforMationpeople, and ..

techno ogy..A fouxth,area'which overlay's all.three is .research.
.

Before.atteRpting todeSign a more .pertinent cuiriculum,.a few
characteristics of .these.'area An library /information sciences must
be understood: (1) librarieshave traditionally been concerned only
.xith. the information base gathering,: collecting' organizing,:j4
libraries have concerned themselves with only a small portion'of the

. ... ,

: totality of infoidation, 13) the concetn'iith people has been .Y.

relatively recent, and not eery succeisfuL and .(1.) although
technOlogy' has always been imppftant in libraries, it is time to move,
to the next levels -- media, computerS andc.telecommunicatidns. It isy
thrface among these three areas,that-:Curricula.dusthe'.,
devloped. SUggested courses and scopes of 'each.are,given- (SJ)"
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CURRICULUM DESIGN FOR LIBRARY AND IJORMATION.SCIENCE

,Robert ,S Taylor
7

Let. Me,start this pff by stating some basic assump-

tions of my own - bas4d .principall'Y on observation, ex-

perience, and prejudice - a-cOndition whichbLguess,

approaches wisdom. From these assumptions I hoperto

§:how.that librarylinformation education, in order to be

effective, indeed possibly to survive, will have'to

'change. - its focUs, its goals, its'6ontent, and its

t

context.

My first assumption says that there, is a broader

geography'of interests within which libraries and lib-
.

rary science are but a small corner and that we neg

lect this larger context at-our peril These other in-.

terests bear a whole speCtrum of labels: information

science, instructional technology, communications, corn-
/

pater science, management, media, telecommunications,:

f.

policy research,_ etcl, etc. Libi..a'r'ians have cut them=

selve6. off from this larger more dynamic world, because

'of their excessive concern with, the "how" rather-than'

.the "why" Cr the "what14. And.library eduction has're-

flected this isolation, has allowed 'library educators .

to dig little holes of meaningless trivia, which !gives

us the illUsion of significance and cuts us off from
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*the blooming, changing world outside. The point I
. .

wish to make here,.however, is that there is speds-

trum of concerns, ranging at one end with informa-
'

tion services (such as, but not exclusively Libra-
. -

ries) throUgh information engineering, to informa-

tion sciences. I will return to these a little'la
fu

ter and attempt to give some flesh to the bones.
..,

The impovEant .point is that they are all part of
.

.
2

one body. Above all, I think we dd our,Students a

'disservice if we let them think the only place they

can work and make a significant contribution is in

a 'building called a library,.

.My second assumption is related to the first

and it concerns the change in the cultuial.context

within which we exist and work. Libiries and
CA

other information antkcommunication-oridnted ivsti-

tution5.grew and, 'matured in an educational culture
0 .

thatffas informatiJDn-poor and experience-rich._ Our

thinking and our planning are based on the ,assump-

ions of that cultural context. These are no long017
A

valid We are now an information-rich and experiehce

,p or cultiare.. This change hassOme profound implica-...
.

.
r

ions for
,

professional education in the information
0

's>.
.. _..,

>.

4'LLz-
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and communication-oriented fields, ;and for the infortia,-

1tion systems. and institutions that serve society. In
-

writing .aboutPthe char es-necessarYritieducational ins-
, . . t .

.

.

'titutions, James S. Col man states: -

. . . .

.Schools as the/ now 6Eist. were designed
f)01---'en inform,ation-poor 'socibty-,,_in ,. C

part to :give aTchiid vicarious experience
throligh boOks and-fltatt with a teacher.
Obviously ,that function .is altered tadi-
.cally:bytelevision, radio, and 'other
media outside the.school...Thus, two as-
pects of the,communication.structure.-of

.infotmation-rich open, societies are des-
troying two classical functions .of the
School. Tnformation richness removes
the function ofthe sctodl in
the child's horizons't rough vicarious
.experienaa; andinformation- pluralism.
removes from the schOol the function of'-:
shaping the child's values 'through selec-'-

.--tivitY.: 00

In speaking. of the teditedtion of.goals of* the mew-

and-developing schools, Coleman fui-ther points out:

One of these. goals must be the develop-
ment of strategies,for coping with an
information -rich and institutionally
complex society. (2)

.

This sounds 'familiar and indeed it is,- for the idea

'of information overl(?ad keeps cropping up in our own

rhetoric; and has for fotir hUndred years. However, the

problems we must deal with are far larger, for they have

to do with the structure of total social communication

and information systems._
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The fact"Of irformation-iichness has at least

two consequences. the first is,tlit it alters both

the context within whibh informationservices exist,

and the assumptions and needs of their clientele.

For example, traditional information processing ins-

titutions, such as libraries, Piave remained' almost

statid in the-percent of patrons served within any

.partigular.00mmunity. At the Same time,, many new
A

*

types of dissemination syStems have grown up: the

paperback'book,the'computer network, ..the teiephone

as ubiquitous instrument, the technical report cen-*

Ats, closed and open circuit televis on, audio and

vidgiazcassettes as personal and reusable storage

instruments,,and so on. Consequently the traditional

forms and institutions have come to occupy a smallr

and smaller part of the'CamMunication's spectrum.

This trend will continue. As a result we have ins

titutional and media variety, but an increasing rate

of'system obsolescence and non-adaptation.

°

A second consequence of an information-riibh qul-
.

ture,i's that we-,,have not deve,l.Qped filtering mecha-
to

nisms of sufficient power. Te are not yet truly aware

of the fact that we as individuals have a fixed amount

oflIttwition but a rapidly increasing amount of infor-

A
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ma;tion input. This problem - sometimes called "future

shock" - is apparent throughout our culture from the'

scientific researcher to the gh/e4o cleller, from the
a P

'decision-makerto the facilit,atdr of developmental'

change. As Herbett SimOn has pointed out:

To be tan attention conserver for an:
Organization, an.information,proces-,

sing system (IPS)must began infor-
mation condenser. tis conventional
to begin des1;4ning an IPS by conside-
rincji the infdrmation it will supply:
JIn an information-rich world, however,
this.is doing things baCkwards. The.
crucial vuestion,is how much infarma-
tion%it-w11,allowtobe.withheld frorq
the attention of other pArts of the ,)

system: (3)

. 1 .

We tend now to solve problems Of/ this type byadd-

ing 'mare information processors in tead of redesigning
,

systeMs or asking the basic question. That is we add
.

,'more books fe-ompile Thigger biblicraphies; or 'add more

. 1

. ,

disc packs to our computer.. 'Th/is is no longer a solu-

tion, for it merelyancreaseS the rate of overload

for the user.

A third assumption has to dO With the explosion of

information, comMunication, and media technologies.

Institutions base& on.traditional.-CeohnolOgies, such as..

prin t, have had a-tefidendy to freeze, w. ith the conse-
r

quence that, thoughzthey may become higIlly efficient,

t
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they are unable to adapt to the impact of the newer

64.

-.media and their technOlogies. Newer ;media, for ex-

ample, are integrated (if that is the right word)

as additions on the older system, without realizing,

that theix dynamic style will demand a different

.type of dissemination syStem. But these' newer' media

carry their own dynamic and th4i.r Me
/

ire presence will -.-

alter the systems to which they have been attached,

for; as E,G. Viestheneopoints but, "adopting new

.means in order tObetterHaccomplishold ends very

often result's in the substitution of new end's fox'
N

'old ones." (4). .However,,this is,adaptation by

:acdident and not, as we need, a.conscious attempt'

I

to unA d stand '(at least partially) the impact of

newer Media arid.to.design for ir rational deve-

lopment and exploitation.

We must have*,.ancA as educators we must trans-

' a.far better knoWledge than we presently/ have

/
of the relationship of print, of sound, of /image.

We must develop integrated systems that an fruit-
,

fully amalgamate, all media, understand' g the=place

and power.of each within the context f all. Nore

than anything we need, a sense of podeds; and this

0
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is most difficult, for what we know ,as benphma ks

.thp'landscape can no longer be regdrded as `£far iliac
- 4

and uthenticated touchstones.

.A foutth assumption affecting professidnal,educar.

tio in'-the'information field results from the increa-....)
sing change in eduction itself. Educational opportu-

nitiers will explode horizontally in space,' affoiding

many alternativesto the fixed physical plant. of

*-

single institution. What will be the role of libraries

Ody

andinformation systems in this context? Education
1

will no longer be the monopoly of theyouhg. .Persons
.

of all ages will pass in 'and out of the educatiOnal

system throughout their lifetimes. 'What kinds of in-
1

forMationbased institutions and networks are necessary
- . .

,

t-
to 'support such educational functions and disper,sals?

As Marvin Adelson has pointed out in his.superb essay:

on education in the Conference Board report Information. °

Technology:

There is evidence of a changing empha-
sis in education from communication of
knowledge to utilization,of knowledge -
emphasis on "learning .to-think",-on
analysis, on problem-solving, on in-
quiry. But the .above arguments suggest'
a differen't, equally drastic shift,
towards emphasis on develdpinq the abi-
Jity'to create'one's own knowledge.
base. The most 'relevant" education
iS.that which leads to' the confidence

1

4

J.
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that individuals or communities can orga-.

hize, conttal, and use their own "knowledge
bases..

''
ThCs implies°a de entralization"of con-
trol of owledge ases ancLmaster pat-
terns - n t ,-eparatism,'butidhat may be

0,.called pl ralism-incommunity.. 5)

Is this, prbfession

tions Of such a tr

repared to explore the implica=

d for information systems?

Let me briefly 'restate these points, because

I think they have something to say about how we de-

velop curricula.

- The library and the profession .of lib-
raikriship..is part of a larger geography
of interests with which we must be con-
cerned. .

OUr inlormation systems and services
have been designed for an information--
poor culture. Today the assumptiow
that culture are no longer vglid, at,
least in country.

- Our information systems haVe been con-
cerned with the supply rather 'than with
the-filtering of information, with the
conseqUence that welaave developed a new
forvi.pf-pollutioa - inforMation glut.

- I

- 4e -need .to develop systems that can
fruitfully amalgamate aIl\medi& -.print,.
sound, Triage - understaading the place
and powet of each within he context of
all.

- Changes in the edudation 1 Processes in
this country during the nett two decades
will have profound' impliCat'ons for the
design of 'information systes.
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4'ith these Context, let me sketch some ideas

for curriculum d velopment. Figure 1 (6), a Venri dia7

:

gram,_basically Shows three gendral'subjects'of con-

cern - informatio , peotQle, and technology. There.is

a fourth area which overlays all of them: research.

The following comm nts are pertinent toy this sketch.

1. Libraries haVe traditionall-b en con-
,

corned only'with the infOrmation
\".

that is, with to gathering, collecting,

I ,

organizing.of the artifacts of information.

, \

2. As- it turns 0-lite-libraries haVe. been con-:

,

`small

i

crned -with only a Tart of ;the cix.cre

,,of information because they have focused
.

their' attention only. `on 'the package,,a.re-

sult of the acquisiti e syndrome Of the

dle:ClasS Cultilre of .t e. past four hundred

3. Our concern with people :has been relative-

4

ly recent, andsnot terribly successful because

the concern has beeh pass ve and reactivp,

rather -than dynamic'and.cr'Otive, In fact our

.concern has been.principally:with the-.effect

:or role of. the library on Or publi.
!
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We"have not asked the more signifiCant

qUestion what is the role of informa-

tionin the life of. society? If we b

gin to answer that question.- and were

it in our.ppwer to do so - would we

Ns
really desidn what know now as a library?

4. Our concern with technology is deep,

for libraries are in ,fact the result of
\

two of. the most significant techn6logi,c11

Cdevelopments in human history: the inmenr

tion of writing and the invention O! prin-

ting.. flowever, it is now time that\ we

move to-the next level of technology, de-

vices and systems which can be grouped

generally under the rubrics of media, com-

,
paters, -and telecommunications'.

5. It is e interfaces among these three

:concerns that curricula must be developed.

'This-ib rot a task to be accomplished over--
.

night; 'but I 4uggest-that by 1980 the

for our survival, be a different educational

venture.

y

'''' , '
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In Figure 2 I show a further breakdown of these

three areas. By the way, I doh't claim that this
4

c as4ification.is:the only way of viewing the prob-
/

leM. I find it convenient. Yoni,,m4y.a,lso. But if

Some Other outline fits your psychological'qet,

that'

these three basic

fine - as lopg as' it includes in some way

bject areas. I am not concerned

with the elegance of classificatiori here,' but 'rather

with a pragmatic way to approach curriculum design.,.'

A feW comments are pertinent here.°

l. The subjects of formats, resources and

K\.-organizatibn under the generl heading of

informatiOn are rather obvious. I will

return to.them later'. The one strange
, .

one is "Filters", eferring back to my

-)earlier remarks a the quotation from

Herbert Simon, I think this may b one

of the most critical areas d the,

latter part of this century. We, a d our-

students, know very.little about i . We

must become interpreters and filters ford

society. We ,must find ways of, develoiinll

self-assurance, judgment selectivity, em-

pat1;y, and.impecCdble fairness in our ,stu-

7

7
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dents. I have no easy `solution for this

and I rather guess the most important va-

riable-may be the person in the librarian'

rather than the librarian in the person.'

2'. Under "People". I list Environments, Coin-
.

munication, Channels and Change. Environ---

ments is the_study'of-contexts - institu-

tional, communities, disciplinary,' and what

I call the transmission of culture. Com-

munication is the study of process;.- inter-

personal, group, societal: how' messages

move at various levels of sociely. Chan-
.

nels is the study of the means by\which

messages move 'in sddlety. I have. added a

possibly curious area called Change. Be-

cause I consider the library/information

profession at the center of the needed pro-
A

cess of change, I believe our students must

know the effects of innovation, the
ti

pects of
f
alternative systems, and the pro-

cesses ,of technological and social foree-
,\

casting.
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.70 Formats

Sources & Resources

Levels of Sophistication
-Organization

Filters

PEOPLE

Environments (contexts)

Communication- (proce-ss)

Chan,rtels (community-_& individual)
' Change

-.4
'TECHNOLO.GY-

t.

Devices`-
Sy,0ems

Economics

O -Management

FIGURE 2
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3. In the thirq basic area, Technology,,

sub-areas are,rather obvious. But I
yY

think a few'remarks are relevant. De-

-vices include.all the variety of arti-

facts weuse to store information

booksi, video tapes, ,computer tapes,

microforms, audio-visual formats, etc.

The area of Systems is concerned prin-

ciaally with the formal design and ana-

lysis df effective combinhtions of

people, machines and messages, the pri-

iiihry purpose of which is the movement

of those messages. We are beginning to

realie the importance ofthe third

area, Economics, in this process. In-
,

A formation may be thought of as!a public_

good,, possibly as critical as 'matter

and energy.QWe must be concerned with

this, 'for this is trulytwilat.we deal
\ /

with.. 'Our concern with packages has

tended, to obscure this very important

element.- the information those packa-

geb contain, and its value, .:relevance,

and usefulness in different' contexts.
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We must develoii valid models of costs
r

and benefits .of information and of -the

\///-InstitUtions and systems that dissemi-
v

.nate information.

AsI.mentioned earlier, these general areas

shOtild be.embedded,in a context of research. This

has generally been lacking in traditional' library

school curricula. All professionals need to know-

. the process of inquiry, the design, analysis'- and

ts

effects of social research - and ekperiments, the'
. .

',standards for defining-validroblems and evaluating.

research results, and the limits of knowledge. This

means first-rate courses in statistical fnference

A and,probability; and especially a sense of what sta-
,

tistical analysis can do, and what it cannot dog;

what theeffe ts of sampling are;sand'whatconcl-
.

sions can be dxwn from quantitative studies.' This

sense I think our students must havejf they are

(a) to utilize and apply, in .any fruitful fashion,

rtisea;cheisults from other. fields and. (ID) if they

4

are to c duct studies in supiprt of decision-making.

me present here very brieflY some of the
4

courses that could be included under these general

e.

4.
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rubrics. must confess that these are limieed, not

only by ti e-and space at this moment,

nificantly, by'the state of my own thinking and deve-
.

. .

lopment. In the first area (see Figure 3) of Infor

but, mora sig-

nation, beginning% courses,

and resources, can

learning'modules.

optimal use of the

i.e:/ cataloging, indexing

be presented in good part as self7

This we must,-do if we are to make

most valuable'resource_we have

the,lfadu ty. These elements

fact presentation.' Tliey..can

,

outside the.:Alual,patt6rn of
, \

not the processof teaching that is important; but

r.ather .the.. process of learning. It is the interpreta-

tiOn.,-. use, and role of these. artifacts catalOg card,

are,,basically skills and

be Afned and tested

the classroom. It is.

reference book, index etc. that ,are important. Be-
,

base, students should have the.op-Nyorid this beginning

portunity.to work On problems of subject analygis and
1

theorip.a\of classification, and on questions of auto-

matic syntactic analysis and other areas of linguistic

data°, processinTS %Of special importance%is the subject

analysis of visual and audio fOrmats, .I do not mean,

this in the conventional sense of providilg convention=

al subject labels to%audio- ual formats, but rather

in the sense of visual literacy and pattern recognition.
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Cataloging

Class if itation Systems

Subject Analysis
Class ification Theory

I ndexing & Abstracting
File Organ izatio

I n form ation Retrieval,
Linguistic Data Process i"ng

Resou rces

Disciplinary Me'rnories
Visual - aural Formats

a

FIGURE 3
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We do not know very much about this yet, but our stu-
,

dents five and ten years from now must be concerned

,

agip it: In the area-of resources we should be con-

CernA4th the sociology of use of formal infOrmaN

tionsysteffis; with *diSciPlinary and institutional

memories,with retrieval systems and with the.varieties

of serVices that are growing both from the traditional
e,

*

library and from the surrounding' information-rich cul-

ture. It is here that we should examine alternative

information system4 and analyze ;their effect on the

traditional library.

in'tbe second area (se.6 Fivre 4)-, people, we

should be concerned that our students' know something
i

...of the, sociology of communication. and of the institu-

tions ( =libraties,. industries, public communications,

community organizations, services) which bound our

information context. Our students should have expe-
t If 1

riential exposure to group processesandAagcision
/

making - not studying these as cases but-as true ex-
:

periences where their-decisions and acts make a dif-

-fqrence, where th have to defend them among their

peers. Here also a.student...should become aware of

the effects of innovation on institutions and their

processes. This is of cri.tical importance bWause.

4.
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Grouli Dynamics

Decision-Making

Sociology. of Communication

Information, ou-nseling

Modes of Info ition Use

InforlmatLon Transfer

Communications Inititutions.
Human l'riformation '..Needs

Riffusion of Innovation
CUltural Effects of, Innovation /
Transmission 'of Cultural Value

FIGURE 4
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the library/information professional, must aSsume a

significant role in the society of .the last quarter

of this,:centdry, or disappear.' Whether or not those

people come out of library, schools will determine our

own.fUture and the future of the pofessidn. In this

context, our students should also have a social-histo-
.

riCal -sense of the*ways that culture, mores, and pat-
,

terns Of thought, are. transmitted in print .and non-

print media. The history of books'is not enough. We

must study the effect of the. bdo of Printing, of to -.

--Ig;ision,'Of computers in past, present and future so.;-

cieties.

. In the th rd 'area (see Figure 5), Technology, our

tudepts-should.be aware of 'all-the technologies that

impinge -ov:the.transfer of informati9n. Of 'special iM-

portance at this time is'computing sciences, specific-
:

ally in the processing of non-numeric data. They'should
.

,have a working knowledge of the.vatieties of1PrOgramming

languages, their advantages and disadvantages, and of

computer architecture (as that,hardware'affects sv-stem

design)_ Of impOrtance as a part of this technology

rubric is, the ability to. study and analyze .operational

systems, to design future 'systems, and'to isolate and

define the Costs'of such'changes. In an educational.
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TECHNOLOGY

Library Automation
Cohputer Information Systems'
Telecommunications

Instructional -Technology.
Reprography

Printieng Technology

Systems Analysis
Budgeting & ERT

Technologic Foretasting
Economics of Information Systems

Managem nt of -Information Systems

FIGURE 5°
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context, students should be deeply involved in-ins-
.

tructional development and educatiorfal system design,

for it is our students who will have 'to disseminate,

to providei,counsel for, and possibly to adjudicate

the information packages that are developed for edu-

cation. The whole area of telecommunications and in

formation networks should be known by our student's,

-
together with the legal and politiclAl_cja40traints on

their operations.

/

Having reviewed possible courses here, tl?ere
, .

(undoubted,ly Oestion in your mind - as there is in

mine. How do wecram all these courses, know-

is

1edgps, and al.:titudesinta a one-year curriculum.f

think several obServations:are worth considering.

I. No. single schodl can or should cover

in depth all ofthese subjects, .We will

have'to specialize among. the variou

schools,,without losing our g alist

base. -In law, for example, if one wants
0

to study international laW he goes to

one law -school;' if communications' law`.

he goes to another school; and so on.

He Still,howeve;',,gets the basic study
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of law in al chools. We need to .

define our core. Ti have attempte40

to do Where. 0

2. We may have to think in terms of

more than one year,- 30-36 credit

hours. This is honestly a, matter

that worries me, for it means a

'fundamental redefinition of the

profession. It, however, must b

come one of our major concerns over,

the next decide. This implies by

the way that tpaditiOnal areas of.

librarianship could be left in the

hands of para-professionals.

3; We'need to recruit a different

kind of student into the profession.

Instead of letting students be self-

selected, becaUse ther think this

profession a'pl4ce where they can,

hide from participation and deci-

sion making, wp should drasticall

change our-admissions standards and
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our recruiting procedures. We should

be looking for students who are both

numerate and literate, who already

have a background in Compu".3-ars and

in research methods
/

We need people

.who are bright, selfassured,Sarticu

lale, and tOlerant of ambigUity. They

A

are graduating from undergraduate

schools, but are...ntt:COml,ng to library

school. Me need to ask why,,:for we

, .

have the potential:of-being the most

exciting and challenging profession.;...

As David RiesMan has pointed out the

fastest, way to change a profession is

to Change £he kind of student whO Comes

into it. We rieed to make that change

soon.

4. In considering the'developMent. Of

curricula, every indtitution,Must'make;

a decision on its own gerir 1 objec-
.

tives: research, development, or opera-

tions. That is to say, what are the

"capabilities its graduates have?
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What kinds. of concernsIdll they

have? Will they work in libraries

or similar kinds of institutional

information centers? Will they work

in a larger social context as infor-

mation counsellors and brokers? Or

will. they be concerned principally

'with the solution to system or-re-

search problems? If we wish to put.
e -I

these in the' context of .genera pro-

fessional thinking, we can categorize

these as infr,rmation science, infor-

-----mation' engineering, information ser-

vices. There has Been somedegrada-

tion in the connotative 'use of these

categories in the literature. Thj.s

paper, however, interprets these Ca-,

tegories strictly.

Information science is concerned with

the education of persons who will un,

dertake fundamental investigations

directed toward the phenomena of mes-

sage generation, storage, organization,

V
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structure, filters, and trans-

fer:. It is important to under-
F.

stand that this research is not
necessarily addressed to any par7

'ticular library or information

sys m, problem. Its objective is

to explicate, to state, and to

test hypotheses relevant to infor-

Illation systems and.communication

1.
environments.

Information engineering is directed

toward the design and-testing of

devices and. systems useful for the

solution of actual problems in,

operating enVironmenta. Its prin-

cipal' pDncerns are desi of

experiments and the
V
evaluation of

results in'operating systems.

Information services, within the

spectrum of educational objectives,

is directed toward the training-of

persons for service.functions in

information centers and other knOw-

ledge dissemination systems. Masi.

a.)
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library sch ?ol curricula, fo4.exam-

ple, presently falljn this category.

Curricula and research programs representing

these three objectives have been largely isolated

from each ;other in the paSt. There is a critical

need now to extend and encourage the incipient dia-,

'loglids that are beginning to take place. This is

a continuum, a spectrum of intere ts and we must

seek patterns of similarity, rath than emphasir.

zing differences. This paperattempts to do just

that.

A

5. We need to realize that a marked'

change in program will not come over-
.

`3,

'

I

night. What we can do now, is plan

and, develop a base that will allow us

to grow and change, without tieing

ourselves' to a,single institution

(the library) or a single format

(the book). I have attempted -to pro

vide a'slietch of that process here.
.

To be sure the problems'are mess

and:their'solutions may be trAumatic,

but we have no choiCe if the profes-
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1

sionAs to survive. We must be

;

prepared to take an empirical pos-;

.
,

ture in full knOWledge that dis-

sic
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